
Algebrai Attaks against Linear RFIDAuthentiation ProtoolsMatthias Krause and Dirk StegemannTheoretial Computer SieneUniversity of MannheimMannheim, GermanyAbstrat. The limited omputational resoures available on RFID tagsimply a need for speially designed authentiation protools. The lightweight authentiation protool HB+ proposed by Juels and Weis seemsurrently seure for several RFID appliations, but is too slow for manypratial settings. As a possible alternative, authentiation protoolsbased on hoosing random elements from L seret linear n-dimensionalsubspaes of GF (2)n+k (so alled linear (n, k, L)-protools), have beenonsidered. We show that to a ertain extent, these protools are vul-nerable to algebrai attaks. Partiularly, our approah allows to breakCiho«, Klonowski and Kutyªowski's CKK2-protool, a speial linear
(n, k, 2)-protool, for pratially reommended parameters in less thana seond on a standard PC. Moreover, we show that even unrestrited
(n, k, L)-protools an be e�iently broken if L is too small.Keywords. RFID authentiation, HB+, CKK, CKK21 IntrodutionRFID (radio frequeny identi�ation) tags are small devies that areequipped with only little memory and omputational power. Theirmain appliation is the identi�ation of objets, e.g., items in a shop-ping basket, lothes in a washing mahine, or ontainers in the argoompartment of a ship or an airraft. RFID tags ommuniate withRFID readers wirelessly with only low bandwith and over short dis-tanes. Partiularly, they present identi�ation information upon areader's request. The most basi RFID tags ontain a unique hard-wired identi�ation string, whih is transmitted in plaintext. Clearly,an adversary eavesdropping on the ommuniation an immediatelyimpersonate (lone) the tag, and the tag (and more severely the ob-jet that it is attahed to) an be traed, sine it always replies withthe same ID.
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In order to prevent loning and traing attaks and to preservethe tagged objet's privay, RFID tags should reveal their identi-ties only to legitimate readers. Sine most pratially relevant RFIDtags are too weak to exeute standard authentiation protools, al-ternative measures are neessary. Besides tehnial approahes basedon bloking or disturbing the ommuniation, light weight authen-tiation protools and orresponding seurity models are intensivelydisussed (see, e.g., [8, 11℄ or the very reent paper by Blass, Kurmus,Molva, Noubir and Shikfa [1℄). One of the most promising proposalsis the HB+ protool due to Juels and Weis [9℄, whih is based on the(NP-hard) learning parity with noise (LPN) problem and urrentlyseems seure for many RFID appliations. The most severe draw-bak of the protool is that seure parameter ombinations implylarge amounts of transmitted data. Together with the small avali-able bandwidth in RFID ommuniation, this may add up to au-thentiation times of a few seonds, whih is inaeptable for manyappliations.As a possible alternative to the HB+ protool, linear (n, k, L)-protools, i.e., light weight symmetri authentiation protools basedon methods from linear algebra, were introdued by Ciho«, Klonowskiand Kutyªowski in [3℄. In these protools, the seret key (the identi�-ation information in the RFID tag) onsists of the spei�ation of L
n-dimensional linear subspaes V1, . . . , VL of GF (2)n+k. The prover(RFID tag) hooses a random l ∈ {1, . . . , L} and sends a random
w ∈ Vl. Given a message w̃ ∈ GF (2)n+k, the veri�er (RFID reader)aepts the proof if there is some l ∈ {1, . . . , L} suh that w̃ ∈ Vl.In [3℄, the CKK2-protool, a speial linear (n, k, 2)-protool, and theCKKσ,L-protool, a speial linear (n, k, L)-protool, were suggestedfor pratial appliation.After a detailed desription of linear (n, k, L)-protools and theorresponding seurity model in Set. 2, we show that linear (n, k, L)-authentiation protools are vulnerable to appropriately designed al-gebrai attaks. In partiular, we present two very fast (polynomialtime) attaks against the CKK2-protool (Set. 3), whih allow toreover the seret key for the proposed parameters (n, k) = (128, 30)in less than a seond on a standard PC, while an earlier (exponen-tial time) attak on CKK2 published in [5℄ requires a ouple of hours.Conerning general linear (n, k, L)-protools, we show in Set. 4 that
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linear (n, k, 2) protools an be broken by solving a small number ofsystems of linear equations in n(n+1)/2 unknowns that orrespondto overde�ned systems of quadrati equations in the keybits. Thisattak ombines a quite obvious approah whih was also used in[1℄ with a speial symmetrization tehnique and several nontrivialtransformations in order to get a modi�ed linearized system with aunique solution. Our tehnique an easily be generalized to algebraiattaks against unrestrited (n, k, L)-protools, in whih overde�nedsystems of degree-L equations have to be solved. In Set. 5, wedisuss onsequenes of our results for the pratial use of linear
(n, k, L)-protools.We have experimentally on�rmed the orretness and e�ienyof our attaks with the omputer algebra system Magma [2℄.2 Linear (n, k, L)-Protools2.1 De�nitionsIn a linear (n, k, L)-protool, Alie (the veri�er, e.g., an RFID reader)and Bob (the prover, e.g., an RFID tag) share a ommon seretinformation (the tag's ID) from a ertain keyspae. As usual, weassume that the seret key is hardwired in the RFID tag, while Aliehas legal aess to a database ontaining Bob's seret information.For a positive integer N , we denote by [N ] the set {1, . . . , N}. Theseret keys of linear (n, k, L)-protools onsist of the spei�ationsof L n-dimensional linear subspaes V1, . . . , VL of GF (2)n+k, i.e., thekey size is L · n · k. In partiular, for all l ∈ [L], the subspae Vl isde�ned by a GF (2)-linear mapping fl : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)k and apermutation σl ∈ Sn+k suh that

Vl = {σl(v||fl(v)), v ∈ GF (2)n} .1 (1)Note that eah n-dimensional linear subspae of GF (2)n+k an berepresented by a linear mapping f and a permutation σ in the aboveway (see Appendix A).1 For a vetor v = (v1, . . . , vm) and a permutation σ ∈ Sm, we de�ne σ(v) =
(vσ(1), . . . , vσ(m)).
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In the mode of ommuniation suggested by Ciho«, Klonowskiand Kutyªowski [3℄, abbreviated by CKK-mode in the following, Al-ie starts the ommuniation by sending some signal triggering Bobto ompute a proof w of his identity. In partiular, Bob omputes
w = σl(u||fl(u)) for randomly (independently and uniformly) hosen
l ∈ [L] and u ∈ GF (2)n. Alie aepts a proof w̃ if there is an l ∈ [L]suh that w̃ ∈ Vl, or equivalently, if there is an l ∈ [L] suh that
σ−1(w̃) = (u, fl(u)) for some u ∈ GF (2)n.Obviously, this protool is vulnerable to replay attaks, sine anadversary an store a number of proofs produed by Bob and thenimpersonate Bob by presenting these proofs to the veri�er.Following [9℄, this type of attak an be prevented using the fol-lowing mode of ommuniation, denoted by HB+-mode in the sequel:Let n = 2q. Alie starts the ommuniation by sending a randomlyhosen v ∈ GF (2)q to Bob. Bob replies with w = σl(u||v||fl(u, v)) forrandomly hosen l ∈ [L] and u ∈ GF (2)q. Alie aepts an answer
w̃ from Bob if there is an l ∈ [L] suh that σ−1(w̃) = (u||v||fl(u, v))for some u ∈ GF (2)n.2.2 The CKK-ProtoolsThe protools CKK1, CKK2 and CKKσ,L suggested by Ciho«, Klonowskiand Kutyªowski in [3℄ are restrited types of (n, k, L)-protools. Thebasi variant CKK1 is the (n, k, 1)-protool, whih does not provideany seurity.The protool CKKσ,L is an (n, k, L)-protool with the restritionthat fl = f and σl = σ for a seret linear funtion f : GF (2)n −→
GF (2)k, a seret permutation σ, and all l ∈ [L]. Hene, the seretkeys have the form (f, σ).The protool CKK2 is the (n+k, k, 2)-protool with the additionalproperties that f1 = f2 = f with f only depending on the �rst ninputs, and that the two permutations σ1 and σ2 are publily known.In partiular, σ2 is the identity id, and σ1 exhanges the last twobloks of length k of a word of length n + 2k. Hene, the seret keyshave the form

V1 = {(v||a||b), v ∈ GF (2)n, a, b ∈ GF (2)k, a = f(v)} ,

V2 = {(v||a||b), v ∈ GF (2)n, a, b ∈ GF (2)k, b = f(v)} .
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CKK2- and CKKσ,L- protools were suggested for pratial appli-ation in [3℄, with the parameters n = 128 and k = 30.2.3 Seurity of linear (n, k, L)-Protools and our ResultsWe analyze the seurity of (n, k, L)-protools with respet to an ad-versary Eve who knows that Alie and Bob ommuniate on thebasis of a linear (n, k, L)-protool. In ontrast to the ommonly as-sumed ative adversary models (as in [1, 10℄, for instane), Eve isonly able to eavesdrop on the ommuniation between Alie andBob, and may additionally draw Bob into quality time [12℄, i.e., shemay fore Bob to send reasonably many (usually ≪ 264) honestproofs w ∈ GF (2)n+k, but she does not have any information aboutthe seret key shared by Alie and Bob.Eve's aim is to produe messages whih will be aepted by Aliewith high probability. As a �rst onsequene, the probability L2−kthat a random w ∈ GF (2)n+k belongs to ⋃L

l=1 Vl should be su�-iently small, i.e., k should be large enough.In the following, we derive an upper bound for Eve's requirede�ort for loning Bob, i.e., for omputing a spei�ation of Bob'sseret key from a set O = {w1, . . . , ws} of observations (honest proofsprodued by Bob). Note that if s is a little larger than Ln, with highprobability the set O is omplete, i.e., it ontains a basis for eah Vl,
l ∈ [L], and therefore determines Bob's seret key (see Appendix A).There are several exhaustive searh strategies for omputing theseret key from a omplete set of observations in 2′(n) time. The in-teresting questions are whether there are strategies to ompute theseret key from a omplete set of observations more e�iently, orwhether it is at least possible to e�iently distinguish a set of obser-vations indued by a linear (n, k, L)-protool from a truly random setof vetors from GF (2)n+k. In this paper, we answer these questionsin the a�rmative.Note that the subspaes V1, . . . , VL should span the whole ve-tor spae GF (2)n+k, i.e., V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ VL = GF (2)n+k. Otherwise ane�ient distintion from the random ase an be easily performed.This implies Ln ≥ n + k, in partiular n ≥ k for L = 2.However, the parameter k should not be too large. Consider forinstane the ase L = 2 and n = k, and take a set B of n+k random
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observations whih form a basis of GF (2)n+k. Then B ontains abasis B′ of V1 or of V2. This implies that with probability 1/2 theexpeted representation length w.r.t. to B is only n/2, while theexpeted representation length of a truly random vetor is n. 2 Basedon this idea, we an reover the seret key e�iently.So far, the only nontrivial ryptanalyti result onerning lin-ear protools is due to Goªebi�wski, Majher and Zagórski [5℄. Theypresent an attak against the CKK2-protool, whih annot be ap-plied to the general ase. Its running time is proportional to∑k−1
s=0

(

n

s

),i.e., of order nΘ(k). For ompleteness, we desribe the attak in Ap-pendix C.In the next setion we desribe two very fast attaks againstthe CKK2-protool. Their running times are dominated by the e�ortrequired for inverting k (n × n)-matries.In Set. 4 we desribe an algebrai attak against general (n, k, 2)-protools. The idea is to generate, based on a su�iently large setof observations, for eah output bit of the seret funtions f1 and
f2 an appropriate overde�ned system of quadrati equations in thevalues of the output bits over a �xed basis. These systems will thenbe solved by standard linear algebra methods.3 Two fast Attaks against CKK2-ProtoolsLet Alie and Bob share a seret key f : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)k, and letBob be designed to prove his identity by means of the CKK2-protool.We desribe two algorithms for Eve to ompute a spei�ation of f .3.1 The �rst AttakThe attak is based on a set of observations O = {(v1, a1, b1), . . . , (vm, am, bm)}of appropriate size. Let (c1, . . . , cm) denote the set of hidden bits be-hind O, i.e., f(vi) = ai if ci = 1 and f(vi) = bi if ci = 0. We omputethe hidden bits as the unique solution of a system LES of linear2 Given a GF (2)-vetor spae V of �nite dimension m, a basis B = {v1, . . . , vm} of V ,and a vetor v ∈ V , we all the unique oe�ient vetor b = (b1, . . . , bm) ful�lling

v =
Lm

i=1 bivi the representation of v w.r.t. to B, and the number of ones in b isalled the representation length of v w.r.t. to B.
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equations of moderate size. Observe that
f(vi) = ciai ⊕ (1 ⊕ ci)bi for all i ∈ [m] . (2)The set {v1, . . . , vm} will be a generating system of GF (2)n. Thus, aspei�ation of f an be omputed from the hidden bits by standardlinear algebra methods.1. Choose an appropriate number m > n and generate a set of obser-vations O = {(v1, a1, b1), . . . , (vm, am, bm)}, suh that v1, . . . , vmform a generating system of GF (2)n and 0 6∈ O.2. Initialize the system LES of linear equations in the variables

c1, . . . , cm with LES = ∅.3. REPEAT3.1 Choose a nontrivial linear dependeny D ⊆ [m], i.e., a set
D 6= ∅ ful�lling⊕d∈D vd = 0.3.2 Put the k linear equations de�ned by⊕d∈D cdad⊕(1⊕cd)bd =
0 into LES4. UNTIL LES has rank m5. Compute the vetor (c1, . . . , cm) as the unique solution of LES.The orretness of the attak follows diretly from (2). Someremarks on a possible implementation an be found in Appendix D.Our experiments show that the number of rounds neessary tomake LES of full rank is only slightly larger than n. Table 1 showsthe performane of our attak on a few example parameter ombi-nations. Table 1. Performane of the �rst attak on CKK2

(n, k) approx. number of observations approx. attak time
(128, 30) 140 0.05 s

(1024, 256) 1039 2.95 s
3.2 The seond AttakLet the single output funtions f 1, . . . , fk : GF (2)n −→ GF (2) de-note the omponent funtions of the seret funtion f , i.e., f(v) =
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(f 1(v), . . . , fk(v)) for all v ∈ GF (2)n. The attak is based on the sim-ple fat that if an observation (v, (a(1), . . . , a(k)), (b(1), . . . , b(k)))satis�es a(r) = b(r) for some r ∈ [k], whih is true with probability
1/2, then f r(v) = a(r) = b(r). The attak is de�ned as follows:1. Let e1, . . . , en denote the standard basis of GF (2)n.2. For r ∈ [k] do2.1 Generate a set of obsevations Or = ((vr,1, ar,1, br,1), . . . , (vr,n, ar,n, br,n))suh that vr,1, . . . , vr,n form a basis of GF (2)n and ar,i(r) =

br,i(r) = f r(vr,i) for all i ∈ [n].2.2 Compute from this f r(e1), . . . , f
r(en).The orretness of the algorithm follows straightforwardly fromthe de�nitions. The expeted number of observaions needed for on-struting Or is 2 · E(n), with E(n) de�ned as in Appendix A.In ontrast to the �rst attak on CKK

2, we an only exploit anobservation (v, a, b) if a(r) = b(r) for some r, whih implies thatthe amout of data needed to reover the seret key will be higherthan before. Also the omputation is a little more ostly sine kGaussian eliminations are performed to ompute the funtions f rw.r.t. the standard basis. Nevertheless, the attak is still very e�ientfor pratially proposed parameter hoies, see Table 3.2.Table 2. Performane of the seond attak on CKK2

(n, k) approx. number of observations approx. attak time
(128, 30) 311 0.3 s

(1024, 256) 2197 179 s
4 Algebrai Attaks against (n, k, 2)-protools4.1 PreliminariesFor desribing the attak we need some simple fats on the strutureof linear subspaes.Given a vetor v ∈ GF (2)n+k, a subset S ⊆ GF (2)n+k and anindex set J = {j1 < . . . < js} ⊆ [n + k], we denote by v|J the
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restrition of v w.r.t. J , i.e., v|J = (vj1, . . . , vjs
) ∈ GF (2)s. Furtherlet S|J = {v|J , v ∈ S}. Observe that if S is a linear subspae thenso is S|J .We denote by GF (2)J the set of GF (2)-assignments c : J −→

GF (2) to J . For I, J disjoint and nonempty subsets of [n + k] and
c ∈ GF (2)I , d ∈ GF (2)J , we denote by c ∪ d the unique assignment
z of I ∪ J with z|I = c and z|J = d.Let V ⊆ GF (2)n+k be an n-dimensional subspae of GF (2)n+k.A nonempty index set J ⊆ [n+k], |J | = n is alled a basis set w.r.t.
V if dim(V |J) = n. For a �xed basis B = {v1, · · · , vs} of V let usdenote by M = M(V, B) the n× (n + k)-matrix formed by the rows
v1, · · · , vn. The following Lemma an be easiliy proved by standardlinear algebra arguments.Lemma 1. (i) A set J ⊆ [n + k], |J | = n, is a basis set w.r.t. V ifthe n rows of M orresponding to the indies in J form a basisof GF (2)n.(ii) If J ⊆ [n+k] is a basis set w.r.t. V then there is a linear mapping

f : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)k suh that
V = {w ∪ f(w), w ∈ GF (2)J}.Note that (ii) implies that V an be represented by f and apermutation σ ∈ Sn+k as

V = {σ(v, f(v)), v ∈ GF (2)n},(take a permutation σ, whih maps J to {1, · · · , s}). Further weobtain as a orollaryLemma 2. If J ⊆ [n+k] is a basis set w.r.t. V then for all i ∈ [n+
k]\J the following holds. There is a linear funtional g : GF (2)n −→
GF (2) suh that for all v ∈ V it holds that vi = g(v|J). ⊓⊔4.2 Outline of the AttakThe weakness of CKK2-protools is that observations (v, a, b) ontainthe information about f(v), the only problem is to deide whether
f(v) = a or f(v) = b. This is not the ase for general (n, k, 2)-protools; a single observation σ1(v, f1(v)) does not say anything
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about f2(v), and vie versa. We desribe an algebrai attak based onthe observation that linear dependenies in a set of observations anbe translated into nontrivial equations in the keybits. The di�ereneto the attak in Set. 3 is that we have to introdue unknowns orre-sponding to the values f1(v
i) and f2(v

i), and that we get quadratiequations instead of linear ones.The attak is based on the following algorithm ANALY ZE,whih an be onsidered as an algebrai attak against (n, 1, 2)-protools with seret key (f1, σ1), (f2, σ2), f1, f2 : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)linear, for whih σ1 = σ2 = id.Consider a set of observations (v1, w1), · · · , (vm, wm), vj ∈ GF (2)n,
wj ∈ GF (2) for j = 1, · · · , m, m su�iently large, indued by suhan (n, 1, 2)-protool. The algorithm ANALY ZE omputes spei�-ations of the two linear mappings f1, f2 : GF (2)n −→ GF (2) suhthat f1(v

j) = wj or f2(v
j) = wj for all j = 1, · · · , m, i.e., the spei�-ations of the two seret vetor spaes Vl = {(v, fl(v)), v ∈ GF (2)n}and V2 = {(v, f2(v)), v ∈ GF (2)n}.The algorithm ANALY ZE an be used to attak the generalase k > 1 as follows. Let {v1, · · · , vm} ⊆ GF (2)n+k denote a setof observations indued by the appliation of an (n, k, 2)-protoolwith a seret key V1, V2 orresponding to two n-dimensional linearsubspaes of GF [2]n+k, m su�iently large.1. REPEAT2. Choose a set I = {i1 < i2 < · · · < in} ⊆ [n + k] and some

i ∈ [n + k] \ I3. Apply ANALYZE to the transformed observations {ṽ1, · · · , ṽm} ⊆
GF (2)n+1, where for all v ∈ GF (2)n+k we de�ne ṽ = (vi1, · · · , vin, vi).4. UNTIL ANALYZE suessfully produes spei�ations of twodistint n-dimendional linear subspaes W1, W2 ⊆ GF (2)n+1 givenby two linear mappings f1, f2 : GF (2)n −→ GF (2).
W1, W2 an be used to ompute spei�ations of the seret n-dimensional subspaes V1 ⊆ W1 and V2 ⊆ W2 of GF (2)n+k as follows.The probabilities for the three possible events that a random obser-vation belongs to W1 \W2, resp. to W2 \W1, resp. to W1∩W2 shouldbe the same and near 1/3. The �rst two events allow to determine if

vi ∈ V1 or if vi ∈ V2.
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The sample size number m is determined by the minimal num-ber of observations neessary for suessfully applying ANALY ZE.Thus, m is muh grater than 3×E(n) (see Appendix). This impliesthat with high probability, v1, · · · , vm ontain subsets B1 ⊆ W1 \W2and B2 ⊆ W2 \W1 suh that B1 is a basis of V1 and B2 is a basis of
V2. The estimation of the suess probability of the attak is basedon the hypothesis that the seret subspaes V1 and V2 are randomlyand independently hosen aording to the following experiment.1. Repeat2. Choose randomly n × n + k-matrix M over GF (2) w.r.t. theuniform distribution.3. UNTIL rank(M) = n.4. Take V as the linear span of the rows of M .Under this assumption, the probability that a �xed set I ⊆ [n+k],
|I| = n is a basis set of V1 and V2 is p(n)2 ≈ (0.2887)2 ≈ 0.083 (seeAppendix A). Experiments with small values of n and k show that onaverage around 12 di�erent sets I have to be tried before �nding onewhih is a basis set for both V1 and V2. In the following subsetionwe desribe the algorithm ANALY ZE.4.3 The Algorithm ANALY ZE1. Choose a set O = {(v1, w1), . . . , (v

n, wn)} ⊆ GF (2)n+1 of obser-vations suh that B = {v1, . . . , vn} forms a basis of GF (2)n. For
i ∈ [n] let xi and yi denote the variables orresponding to f1(v

i)and f2(v
i), respetively.2. For b ∈ {0, 1} let Ib = {i ∈ [n], wi = b}.3. For all i ∈ [n] let ti = xi ⊕ yi, and for all i < j ∈ [n] let ti,j =

xiyj ⊕ xjyi.4. Observe that for all i ∈ [n] the equality (wi ⊕ xi)(wi ⊕ yi) = 0holds. This implies
xiyi = 0 if i ∈ I0 and xiyi = 1 ⊕ ti if i ∈ I1. (3)5. Observe that for eah observation (v, w) ∈ GF (2)n+1, v 6∈ B, thefollowing holds: If v =

⊕

i∈I vi, (i.e., I ⊆ [n] de�nes the unique
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representation of v w.r.t. B), then
(

w ⊕
⊕

i∈I

xi

)(

w ⊕
⊕

i∈I

yi

)

= 0 (4)Observe that relation (4) an be rewritten as a relation TB(I, w)in the variables ti and ti,j in the following way: If w = 0 thenrelation (4) is equivalent to⊕i∈I xiyi ⊕
⊕

i<j∈I ti,j = 0. Togetherwith relation (3) this implies⊕i∈I1∩I(ti⊕1)⊕
⊕

i<j∈I ti,j = 0 for
w = 0. Consequently, for w = 0 we de�ne TB(I, w) as

⊕

i∈I∩I1

ti ⊕
⊕

i<j∈I

ti,j =

{

0 if |I ∩ I1| is even
1 if |I ∩ I1| is odd .If w = 1 then relation (4) is equivalent to 1⊕

⊕

i∈I ti⊕
⊕

i∈I∩I1
(ti⊕

1) ⊕
⊕

i<j∈I ti,j = 0. Hene, for w = 1 we de�ne TB(I, w) as
⊕

i∈I∩I0

ti ⊕
⊕

i<j∈I

ti,j =

{

0 if |I ∩ I1| is odd
1 if |I ∩ I1| is even .Note that a relation similar to relation (4) was also exhibited in [1℄for designing an algebrai attak against so-alled Ff -protools.Our attak works as follows.1. Let initially the system LES of linear equations in the 1

2
(n2 + n)variables ti (i ∈ [n]) and ti,j (i < j ∈ [n]) be empty.2. REPEAT2.1 Choose an observation (v, w), v 6∈ B ∪ {0} and ompute theunique subset I ⊆ [n] with v =

⊕

i∈I vi.2.2 Enlarge the system LES by the linear equation TB(I, w).3. UNTIL The system LES has 1
2
(n2 + n) linearly independentequations.4. Compute by Gaussian elimination the unique solution θ of thesystem LES.5. Compute from θ the unique orret assignment to xi, yi for all

i ∈ [n].The orret assignments to the xi and yi variables (step 5 of thealgorithm) an be omputed from θ = (θi)i∈[n] (θi,j)i<j∈[n] as follows.
12



For b = 0, 1 let Kb denote the set Kb = {i ∈ [n], θi = b}. We knowthat for all i ∈ K0 it holds that xi = yi = wi, and for all i ∈ K1it holds that yi = xi ⊕ 1. This implies that for all i < j in K1, θi,jsatis�es
θi,j = xi(xj ⊕ 1) ⊕ xj(xi ⊕ 1) = xi ⊕ xj .This yields a system LES∗ of 1/2|K1|(|K1| − 1) linear equations inthe variables xi, i ∈ K1, of rank |K1| − 1. As it does not matterwhih of the two seret linear subspaes we denote by V1 and whihby V2, we have the freedom to set xk = 0 for some �xed k ∈ K1.The system LES∗ together with xk = 0 yields a system of full rankand allows to ompute the orret assigment to the xi-variables byGaussian elimination.4.4 Analysis and experimental ResultsThe bakground for the fat that the repeat yle of the algorithm

ANALY ZE is left after a �nite number of rounds is that the fol-lowing (2n − (n + 1)) × (n(n + 1)/2)-matrix M(n) over GF (2) hasfull row rank (whih is not hard to show). The row indiess of
M(n) are all subsets I ⊆ [n] with |I| ≥ 2, the olumn indies are
[n] ∪ {(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. We have M(n)I,i = 1 i� i ∈ I and
M(n)I,(i,j) = 1 i� {i, j} ⊆ [n].We do not give here a theoretial analysis of the expeted num-ber of rounds of the repeat yle. Our experiments show that thealgorithm ANALY ZE needs only slightly more than 1

2
(n2 + n) + nobservations to ompute the seret funtions f1 and f2. Partiularlyfor n = 128, in order to reover the seret funtions we need approx.8390 observations and 4 minutes.5 SummaryWe have seen that the seret key of CKK2-protools an be omputedvery quikly from a su�iently large set of observations. This kindof protool should not be used in pratie.Our degree-2 algebrai attak against (n, k, 2)-protools an bequite straightforwardly generalized to a degree-L attak against (n, k, L)-protools for L > 2, whih implies solving an overde�ned system of
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degree L equations. Using the tehnique of linearization, for n = 128and L ≥ 4 this means to solve a system of linear equations in morethan one billion variables, whih is not feasible. It is an interestingopen question if the very symmetrially strutured systems of degree-
L equations arising during a degree-L attak an be more e�ientlysolved by more advaned tehniques like the F4- or F5-algorithmor ube attaks [6, 7, 4℄. If one ould generate onvining evidenesuh that algorithms annot beat linearization attaks, then linear
(128, 30, L)-protools ould be seriously onsidered for pratial use.Another problem of linear (n, k, L)-protools is the large keylength;when using a naive implementation, the hardware size of the seretkey is nkL. Thus, it is an important question to look for speialkinds of (n, k, L)-protools for whih there are implementations ofthe seret subspaes V1, . . . , VL whih need signi�antly less than
nkL gates. One possibility is to look for e�ient hardware realiza-tions for the CKKσ,L-protools suggested in [3℄.Our attak against (n, k, L)-protools yields only one of the possi-bly exponentially many equivalent representations of the seret sub-spaes. This implies that it orretly lones the seret key only if theCKK-mode of ommuniation is used. When the HB+-mode is used,Eve has to ompute the spei�ation of (fl, σl) orretly for l ∈ [L].How this an be done e�iently is a subjet of further researh.AknowledgementWe are very thankful to Mirek Kutyªowski for introduing us in thetopi.Referenes1. E.-O. Blass, A. Kurmus, R. Molva, G. Noubir, and A. Shikfa. The Ff -family of protools for RFID-privay and authentiation. available online athttp://eprint.iar.org/2008/476.2. W. Bosma, J. Cannon, and C. Playoust. The magma algebra system. i. the userlanguage. J. Symboli Comput., 24(3-4):235�265, 1997.3. J. Ciho«, M. Klonowski, and M. Kutyªowski. Privay protetion for RFID withhidden subset identi�ers. In Pro. of Pervasive 2008, volume 5013 of LNCS, pages298�314. Springer, 2008.4. I. Dinur and A. Shamir. Cube attaks on tweakable blok iphers. CryptologyePrint Arhive, Report 2008/385, 2008. http://eprint.iar.org.
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5. Z. Goªebi�wski, K. Majher, and F. Zagórski. Attaks on CKK family of RFIDauthentiation protools. In Pro. Adho-now 2008, volume 5198 of LNCS, pages241�250. Springer, 2008.6. J.-C. Faugère. A new e�ient algorithm for omputing Gröbner bases (F4). Jour-nal of pure and applied algebra, 139(1-3):61�68, 1999.7. J.-C. Faugère. A new e�ient algorithm for omputing Gröbner basis withoutredution to zero (F5). In Pro. of the 2002 international symposium on Symboliand algebrai omputation (ISSAC), pages 75�83. ACM Press, 2002.8. A. Juels. RFID privay: A tehnial primer for the non-tehnial reader. In Privayand Tehnologies of Identity: A Cross-Disiplinary Conversation. Springer, 2005.9. A. Juels and S. A. Weis. Authentiating pervasive devies with human protools.In Pro. of Crypto 2005, volume 3621 of LNCS, pages 293�308. Springer, 2005.10. A. Juels and S.A. Weis. De�ning strong privay for RFID. In Pro. of Per-ComW'07, pages 342�347, 2007.11. M. Langheinrih. A survey of RFID privay approahes. In Workshop on UbiompPrivay - Tehnologies, Users, Poliy. Workshop at Ubiomp 2007, 2007.12. T. van Deursen and S. Radomirovi. Attaks on RFID protools. CryptologyePrint Arhive, Report 2008/310, 2008. http://eprint.iar.org.A Generating a random BasisLet us onsider the following experiment.1. Set B := ∅.2. REPEAT2.1 Choose a random v ∈ GF (2)n (w.r.t. the uniform distribu-tion)2.2 V := V ∪ {v}.3. UNTIL V is a generating system of GF (2)n.Let p(n) denote the probability that the experiment stops after
n iterations (i.e., V is a basis of GF (2)n), and E(n) denote theexpeted number of iterations of the experiment. It is known that
p(n) ≈ 0.2887 and E(n) ≈ n + 1.6067 (see, e.g., [5℄).B Some Basis on linear SubspaesAn index set I ⊆ [m] is alled basis set w.r.t. V if |I| = s and
dim(V |I) = s. The following fats an be easily dervied by standardlinear algebra arguments.Lemma 3. Let V ⊆ GF (2)m denote an s-dimensional linear sub-spae of GF (2)m for some 0 < s < m.
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(i) If I ⊂ [m] is a basis set w.r.t. V and J ⊆ [m] \ I, then there is alinear mapping f : GF (2)I −→ GF (2)J suh that for all u ∈ Vit holds that u|J = f(u|I).(ii) If I ⊂ [m] is a basis set w.r.t. V and J = [m] \ I, then thereis a linear mapping f : GF (2)I −→ GF (2)J suh that V =
{v ∪ f(v), v ∈ GF (2)I}.(iii) Let I, J, f be de�ned as in (ii) and let f only depend on a set ofindies I ′ ⊂ I (i.e., f(v) = f(v|I′ for all v ∈ GF (2)I). Then eahsubset of I \ I ′ is not dependent.(iv) If J ⊆ [m] is dependent and K = [m] \ J then there is a linearmapping g : GF (2)K −→ GF (2)J suh that V = {v ∪ g(v), v ∈
GF (2)K}.Proof. Statements (i)-(iii) an be derived by standard linear algebraarguments. In order to prove (iv) �x a basis set I ⊆ K and a mapping

f : GF (2)I −→ GF (2)J like in (i) and de�ne g : GF (2)K −→
GF (2)J by g(v) = f(v|I) for all v ∈ GF (2)K. ⊓⊔Altogether, we obtainLemma 4. Eah n-dimensional subspae V of GF (2)n+k an be rep-resented by a linear funtion f : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)k and a permu-tation σ of [n + k] suh that V = {(σ(v, f(v))), v ∈ GF (2)n}.Proof. Take a basis set I ⊆ [n + m], let J = [n + m] \ I and �x alinear mapping f as in Lemma 3, (ii). The permutation σ has to behosen in suh a way that σ([n]) = I. ⊓⊔C The Attak of Goªebi�wski, Majher andZagórski against the CKK2-Protool[5℄ ontains the following attak against CKK2 . The attak refers toa set of observations

O = ((v1, a1, b1), . . . , vT , aT , bT ))generated by Bob on the basis of a seret key (i.e. GF (2)-linearfuntion) f : GF (2)n −→ GF (2)k and hidden random bit ci, i.e.,
f(vi) = ciai ⊕ (1 ⊕ ci)bi .
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The aim of the attak is to ompute a subset I ⊆ [T ] suh that
{vi, i ∈ I} forms a basis of GF (2)n, and to ompute the orrespond-ing values ci for all i ∈ I. The idea of the attak is to1. try to �nd a set J ⊆ [T ], |J | ≤ k, with⊕j∈J vj = 0,2. do exhaustive searh in the set of all 2|J | {0, 1}-assignments of Jin order to �nd the set of bits {cj , j ∈ J} with

⊕

j∈J

(cjaj ⊕ (1 ⊕ cj)bj) = 0 ,and to repeat these steps until a su�iently large set of vi-vetorswith the right ci-bit is identi�ed.Step 1 is performed by hoosing a basis B among the vi-vetorsand searhing for a vj outside B suh that vj =
⊕

i∈B′ vi for a subset
B′ ⊆ B with |B′| < k. The probability of �nding suh a vj is

p(n, k) = 2−n

k−1
∑

s=0

(

n

s

)

,i.e., the worst ase running time has order (n/k)2kp(n, k)−1.D Analysis and Implementation of the Attak inSetion 3.1We derive some restritions for the hoie of m, O and the lineardependenies D whih should minimize the number of repetitions ofthe repeat yle.Note that the linear subsystem in step 3.2 an be written as
⊕

d∈D

cd (ad ⊕ bd) = 0 .For D ⊆ [m] let v(D) ∈ GF (2)m denote the harateristi vetor of
D, i.e., for all i ∈ [m] let v(D)i = 1 if i ∈ D and v(D)i = 0 if not.For t = 1, 2, . . . let Dt denote the linear dependenies hosen inthe t-th iteration of the repeat yle. For minimizing the number ofiterations, linear dependeny Dt should for all t be hosen in suh away that
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� {v(D1), . . . , v(Dt)} are linearly independent,� the set of vetors {ad ⊕ bd, d ∈ Dt} form a generating system of
GF (2)k.One way to ahieve this is to1. set m = n + s for appropriate s,2. to hoose v1, . . . , vn suh that they form a basis B of GF (2)n,3. to hoose vn+t for t ∈ [s] in the following way. If vn+t =

⊕

d∈D′ vd,
D′ ⊆ [n], is the unique representation of vn+t w.r.t. B, then
{ad ⊕ bd, d ∈ Dt} forms a generating system of GF (2)k, where
Dt = D′ ∪ {n + t}.On average, we an extrat v1, . . . , vn from a set of E(n) obser-vations. Note that when hoosing vn+t, the expeted size of D′ is

n/2. If we suppose that n/2 ≥ E(k), we see that only a few observa-tions should su�e for extrating a vetor vn+t ful�lling the requiredonditions.How large s should be? We suppose that the way we onstruted
LES pumps enough randomness into the linear equation, so that
E(n + s) equations should be enough for guaranteeing n + s linearlyindependent equations, i.e., sk ≥ E(n + s), whih implies s ≥ n+C

k−1for a small onstant C.
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